EBSB club of Government College Nalagarh, District Solan, Himachal Pradesh celebrated the EBSB day on February 18, 2020 in the conference room of the college at 11.30 a.m. Principal Ms. Suneeta was the chief guest on occasion. Nodal Officer of the club Dr. Anjori Sharma welcomed the chief guest and briefed her about the objectives and future plan of action of the club. Principal motivated the club member and encouraged them to participate in the activities of the club with enthusiasm and positivity. First of all members of the club along with Principal took pledge on National Unity. To familiarize with the Malayalam language of paired state Kerala, the club members were shown a documentary “Thnoorum Aranyam” of Malaya community on their honey gathering expedition. The documentary had English subtitles. The documentary was not only informative but also enriched member with the culture of Kerala. The activity ended with a vote of thank to the chief guest.
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